We report an experimental observation of the midinfrared surface plasmon excited in a carbon nanotube plasmonic metasurface. The absorption of a 400-nm-thick single-walled carbon nanotube film perforated with laser-drilled subwavelength holes arranged in a 2D lattice is resonantly enhanced by 75% as compared with the unstructured film. The enhancement of absorption has a resonant behavior associated with the excitation of the surface plasmon and occurs at the wavelengths around 15 μm for the lattice period of 10 μm. The spectral position and the magnitude of the resonance are controlled entirely by the structure geometry and can be tuned in a broad range. We demonstrate that periodic patterning can be applied to tailor the bolometric performance of carbon nanotube thin films. Namely, the voltage response of the metasurface is enhanced by 100% at the wavelength of the plasmon resonance as compared with the unstructured film. We discuss mechanisms of the enhancement and compare experimental results with the finite-difference time-domain and scattering-matrix method simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Surface plasmons (SPs) which are localized modes of the electromagnetic field excited at an interface of positive-and negative-index media are now being utilized in different areas of science and technology. Plasmonic structures are used in sensing [1,2], nonlinear optics [3, 4] , and nanophotonics [5] . Since SP modes are characterized by the large enhancement of the electromagnetic field, plasmonic metasurfaces are being investigated to improve light harvesting efficiency in solar cells [6] [7] [8] and to overcome low intrinsic absorption of monolayer graphene [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In plasmonic structures, the field is primarily localized in the dielectric adjacent to metal, which results in an additional absorption in the vicinity of SP resonance [14, 15] . Since metals have extremely large dielectric constants in the visible and IR ranges, the field does not penetrate deeply into the volume of the metal itself, and excitation of SPs on metals patterned with subwavelength holes does not affect absorption much, but rather leads to an extraordinary optical transmission [16, 17] . However, it was shown that absorption of semicontinuous metal films could be tailored upon SP excitation [18] .
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) have high electrical conductivity [19] and great thermal conductance [20] combined with excellent chemical stability. Other important features of SWCNTs are mechanical strength and high elasticity [21, 22] . Those properties determined SWCNTs utilization for applications in rigid [23] [24] [25] and flexible transparent electronics [26] [27] [28] [29] as well as in optoelectronics [30] [31] [32] . Transparency, great electrical properties, and inherent nanometer size of SWCNT have motivated the interest to the SWCNT plasmonics. Despite the fact that localized plasmons in individual CNTs were successfully predicted and observed recently [33] [34] [35] [36] , very few papers report on the study of propagating SPs excited in the bulk CNT film. It was shown that SWCNT films could be used to create plasmonic and metamaterial devices with tunable response operating in the terahertz spectral range [37, 38] .
One of the many applications of SWCNT is a detection of infrared light in a bolometric scheme. Pure SWCNT have a temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) on the order of 1% K −1 and relatively high absorption in the near-IR region which yields a good voltage response even to a weak light. Starting from the pioneering work of Itkis et al. [39] many studies were performed to increase the efficiency of SWCNT-based bolometers. Embedding SWCNTs to the polymer [40] [41] [42] leads to the growth of the composite TCR up to 10% K −1 which is greater than the TCR of commercially used vanadium oxide [43] and silicon and also improves the mechanical stability of the device. The drawback of the composite bolometers is the longer response time determined by a larger amount of material which has to be heated. Another approach to improve the performance of bolometers is to increase the absorption of the electromagnetic radiation in an active area of a bolometer. This was realized in near-IR and terahertz ranges using plasmonic nanoantennas to localize the incident field in the SWCNT network [44, 45] .
In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate the excitation of a mid-IR surface plasmon in a periodically structured single-walled carbon nanotube film. We show that patterning of a SWCNT film with micrometer-sized holes leads to an absorption enhancement by 75% in the vicinity of surface-plasmon resonance wavelength. The room-temperature bolometric response is shown to be enhanced in the same range by 100% in comparison with an as-prepared film. We use scattering-matrix method (SMM) and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations to explain the observed phenomena.
II. METHODS AND SAMPLES
SWCNTs are synthesized with an aerosol CVD (catalyst floating) technique [46] , which provides films of cottonlike randomly oriented nanotubes. Films used in the experiment had thicknesses of 150 nm and are mechanically merged into the stack of three. The resultant films are suspended over a 6-mm opening between two gold electrodes. A schematic drawing of the sample is shown in Fig. 1(a) .
To perform microstructuring, we mount the sample on the motorized stage allowing for the translation of the entire sample with 100-nm accuracy in the range of 0-30 mm. Holes in the film are drilled with a femtosecond laser focused onto the sample with a 20× objective. Upon irradiation with the femtosecond laser pulses, CNTs in the focal volume decompose to carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide while adjacent regions are not heated. A detailed description of the fabrication setup along with the video of the fabrication process can be found in Appendix A. A scanning electron micrograph of the structured film is shown in Fig. 1(b) . Holes are arranged in the 2D square lattice with a period of 10 μm, thus forming a plasmonic metasurface. In the paper we discuss two samples of metasurfaces with hole diameters of 3 and 2 μm. In the visible light, the structure appears in rainbow colors due to diffraction, and two parts of the sample can be easily distinguished by the naked eye [see inset of Fig. 1(b) ].
The total area of the metasurface is 3 × 3 mm 2 , and the same area is left unstructured for the proper reference measurements. For the measurements in the bolometer regime, the film is cut with a laser to form a ribbon to avoid parallel shunting. Thus, the resultant sample is a series of unstructured and metasurface areas between electrodes as shown in Fig. 1(a) .
Transmittance and reflectance spectra are measured with a Brucker Vertex 70v FTIR spectrometer at the angle of incidence of 10°with the resolution of 4 cm −1 . To measure the spectral characteristics of the bolometer voltage sensitivity, we use the sample as a detector of the spectrometer. The diameter of the IR beam is 0.5 mm. All studies are performed at room temperature and the ambient pressure of 1 mbar.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Solid curves in Fig. 2(a) show transmittance and reflectance spectra of the unstructured SWCNT film. Both transmittance and reflectance have resonances around the wavelength of 2.5 μm attributed to the E 11 electronic transition in individual SWCNTs composing the film. With the increase of the wavelength, transmittance starts to grow, and reflectance tends to decline until approximately 5 μm. For the wavelengths larger than 5 μm optical properties of the SWCNT film are similar to those of a typical metal below its plasma frequency [47] . In the range of 5-50 μm the transmittance monotonically declines while the reflectance monotonically grows.
Transmittance and reflectance of the SWCNT metasurface shown by the dashed curves in Fig. 2(a) behave differently. The transmittance of the metasurface is higher than the transmittance of the unstructured film, which is attributed to the lesser amount of material. The reflectance of the metasurface is lower in the entire spectral range. At the wavelengths around 15 μm resonance features are observed in both transmittance and reflectance spectra. Resonances are associated with a SP excitation and have a typical Fano shape: dip-peak and peak-dip for transmittance and reflectance, respectively.
Absorption of both parts of the sample is calculated as
The relative absorption enhancement is obtained as ΔA ¼ ½ðA MS − A film Þ/A film , where A MS and A film are absorptions of the metasurface and unstructured areas of the sample, respectively. Spectral dependence of the ΔA is shown in Fig. 2 (b) with black dots. As it is discussed, absorption of the metasurface is lower for the short wavelengths because of the lesser amount of SWCNT. Starting from 5 μm, it grows, and a sharp peak is observed in the vicinity of the SP resonance. For the wavelengths in the range, 25-50 μm the absorption enhancement remains above zero with an average level of 30%. Blue dots in Fig. 2(b) show the spectral dependence of the ΔA in the metasurface comprising 2-μm holes. The SP in this sample is excited at the same wavelength of 15 μm, however, the corresponding absorption enhancement is lower. The ΔA in the SP resonance maximum is 25% and the long-wave background is 10%.
To demonstrate the idea of carbon-nanotube SP application, we use the SWCNT metasurface as a bolometer and measured the spectrum of its voltage sensitivity. Bolometer voltage sensitivity R V is related to the absorption as
where I is a current through the bolometer, R is a sample resistance, α ¼ 1% is TCR, R th is a thermal resistance, ω is a light modulation frequency, and τ is a bolometer response time [48] . Thus, a bolometer with the enhanced absorption should have the greater sensitivity if bias current and resistance remain constant. To fulfill the last condition, the unstructured and the metasurface areas of the sample are connected in a series and only one of them is illuminated at the time while the other is screened. Data on the absolute spectral sensitivity of the continuous SWCNT film in the mid-IR range of spectrum can be found in Ref. [49] and are omitted in this article. Relative enhancement of the bolometer response
film versus the wavelength of the IR radiation is shown in Fig. 3 . The behavior of the response enhancement closely resembles that of the absorption enhancement. At short wavelengths, the bolometer response of the SWCNT metasurface is slightly weaker than the response of the continuous SWCNT film except for the range of the E 11 transition wavelength. With the increase of the wavelength, the enhancement starts to grow until approximately 15 μm, where it peaks at 100%. For the wavelengths exceeding 22 μm the enhancement remains at the level of 20%. The spectral dependence of the ΔR V in the metasurface comprising 2-μm-sized holes is shown in Fig. 3 with blue dots. Enhancement of the voltage response in the metasurface with smaller holes is lower in the entire spectral range. The maximum measured ΔR V at the SP resonance wavelength is 40%.
It should be noted that values of absorption enhancement and bolometer response enhancement are different with the last being larger in the spectral range 2-20 μm. Since resistance, TCR, current, and light modulation frequency remain the same for both parts, the difference between ΔA and ΔR V is the most likely attributed to the change in thermal resistance. Indeed, thermal resistance is defined as R th ¼ L/SG, where L is the length of the sample, G is the SWCNT film specific thermal conductivity, and S is the cross-sectional area. Upon drilling the holes in the SWCNT film, an effective cross section is reduced which increases R th . In the range of longer wavelengths, however, the response amplification is weaker than the absorption enhancement. To explain this phenomenon, we first describe the theoretical model and results of numerical calculations.
As it is noted, in the wavelength range greater than 5 μm the spectral dependences of transmittance and reflectance of the unstructured SWCNT film remind one of those of metal. For the sake of modeling, we can describe the SWCNT film in an effective medium approximation ( Fig. 4(a) . It can be seen that experimental and numerical transmittance spectra match well assuming experimental errors. Measured transmittance is slightly lower for the wavelengths between 5-7 μm, which is the most likely attributed to the inaccuracy of the dispersion modeling in the epsilon-near-zero region.
Periodic structuring of a uniform film with a Drude dispersion should lead to the excitation of propagating SPs at wavelengths close to the period of the structure. Those surface waves manifest themselves as Fano-type resonances in spectra of transmittance and reflectance. For the studied metasurface, the resonances appear at the wavelengths between 12 and 17 μm, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . It is seen that the SP resonances in experimental and numerical spectra have the same spectral position, but the calculated resonances are slightly sharper. This discrepancy originates from the nonuniformity of the film thickness, deviations in the hole diameter, and nonzero angular divergence of the IR beam.
Figure 4(c) shows FDTD-calculated distributions of the electric field in a unit cell of the metasurface with the EMA dispersion at the SP resonant wavelength of 15 μm for the TM-polarized radiation. Calculations bolster the plasmonic nature of the resonance as characteristic in-plane, and perpendicular field distributions are observed. SPs, in this case, are propagating along the x axis and cause additional absorption in the SWCNT film. In addition to the propagating SP, a localized plasmon (LP) is excited in the structure. It appears as the hot spot at the edge of the hole in the SWCNT film. The electric field of the LP mode is primarily localized outside the film. However, inside the SWCNT film, the field is also enhanced in a direct vicinity of the hole edge. This gives an additional contribution to the absorption of IR radiation.
At the long wavelengths away from the SP resonance, absorption of the metasurface is larger than the absorption of the unstructured area by 30%. This phenomenon is not related to the excitation of the surface electromagnetic wave and will appear in any perforated material even if holes compose the aperiodic structure. To qualitatively explain the observed behavior we assume that the transmittance at long wavelengths is equal to zero. The reflectance for the normally incident radiation is given by the Fresnel equation, 
whereñ is a complex index of refraction. The absorption in this assumption is calculated as A ¼ 1 − R. At the wavelength of 30 μmñ of SWCNT film is 1.50 þ 8.74i and the calculated absorption is 0.0726. Drilling 3-μm holes arranged in a square lattice with a period of 10 μm can be interpreted as replacing 7% of SWCNT volume with air. According to Maxwell Garnett equationñ of the perforated film becomes 1.42 þ 8.28i. The calculated absorption of the perforated film equals 0.0765, which is only 5% larger as compared to the unstructured SWCNT film although in the experiment and numerical calculations the long-wave absorption is shown to be enhanced much larger. The additional absorption in a perforated film arises from the field localization in hot spots along the edge of the hole. Away from the SP resonance, the electric field hot spots appear alone, and their characteristic size and field magnitude decrease with the increase of the wavelength. Continuous film at the long wavelengths effectively screens electromagnetic radiation, so the amount of material interacting with light and absorbing it is low. A hole in the film and the hot spot near its edges causes more material to interact with the external field. Additional absorption is determined by the area of interaction which grows with the increase of a hole diameter and thickness of the film. Dependence of the electric field hot spot's size on the wavelength is also responsible for the discrepancy in absolute values between absorption gain and voltage response gain. As we discussed earlier, response enhancement is larger than the absorption enhancement at the short wavelengths, while with the increase of wavelength it becomes significantly less. For the short wavelengths, the absorption takes place in the whole volume of the metasurface unit cell [see Fig. 4(c)] , thus, the additional heat is distributed across the metasurface almost uniformly. For the longer wavelengths, only a small amount of the metasurface volume close to the edges of the holes is being heated and experiences a change in resistance. Since SWCNTs have a positive TCR, the current in the SWCNT film tends to bypass areas with the increased resistance as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 3 . Such localized heating results in a drop in the voltage response as compared with the overall sample absorption concerning a heat transfer.
To investigate the scope of tuning the SP resonance wavelength and the corresponding absorption peak magnitude, we perform numerical calculations using the scattering-matrix method [50] . This technique is much faster for the simulation of the optical response as compared with the FDTD method. For the SMM calculations we use the described Drude dispersion of the SWCNT material; the number of harmonics is 625. Figures 5(a)-5(c) show the absorption of the SWCNT metasurface with 3-μm-sized holes arranged in a square lattice with a period of 10 μm versus the wavelength normalized to the period and the in-plane wave vector for TE-, TM-, and unpolarized light, respectively. The bright stripe in Fig. 5(a) corresponds to the localized surface plasmon (LP) mode. The field distribution of this mode is shown in Fig. 4(c) . The dependence for the TM-polarized light shows a low dispersion LP curve which is hybridized with the propagating SP modes. As we work for a small angle of incidence of 10°, only such hybrid mode is observed experimentally in unpolarized light. For the normal incidence, the resonant frequency of the SP is 0.7 (15 μm), and it slowly shifts to the higher frequencies with the increase of the wave vector. It should also be noted that the Q factor of the SP mode reduces with the increase of the wave vector as the resonant frequency approaches the plasma frequency of the SWCNT film. For the experimental conditions, the SP Q factor is equal to 92 with the corresponding propagation length of 200 μm.
Figure 5(d) shows the dependence of the absorption enhancement in the metasurface on the wavelength and the period of the structure. The hole diameter is assumed to be 3 μm. Since the SP is excited using a grating coupling method, the metasurface period significantly affects the SP resonant wavelength. In the structure with a 15-μm period, the SP is excited at the wavelength of 20 μm. With the decrease of the period, the SP resonant wavelength blueshifts: it is 10 μm for the structure with the period of 5 μm. The magnitude of the corresponding absorption peak increases with the decrease of the period. This increase is most likely attributed to the decrease of the SP Q factor as a real part of the SWCNT dielectric function diminishes.
Dependence of the SP resonant wavelength on the thickness of metal was predicted theoretically in 1957 [51] and recently has been demonstrated experimentally [52] . It is shown that for very thin films the SP frequency is significantly redshifted as compared with the SP excited in semi-infinite metal. With the increase of the film thickness, the resonant frequency rapidly blueshifts and saturates. For noble metals, the "saturation" thicknesses are in the order of several tens of nanometers. For the SWCNT film, however, this phenomenon can be observed for relatively large thicknesses, as shown in Fig. 5(e) . The SP resonant wavelength rapidly redshifts starting from the film thickness of 400 nm. With the decrease of the film thickness, the absorption enhancement also drops.
The resonant wavelength and magnitude of the SPassociated peak in absorption also depend on the hole size. For the metasurface with the fixed period of 10 μm this dependence is shown in Fig. 5(f) . For the hole sizes in the range between 0.2-0.6 of the structure period, the resonant wavelength has no spectral shift. However, the magnitude of the corresponding absorption peak grows by the reasons discussed earlier. With the further increase of the hole size, the SP-resonant wavelength slightly shifts to the blue part of the spectrum. Additionally, a second resonance arises in the spectrum at the shorter wavelengths. Absorption enhancement peaks at 250% for the structure comprising holes for which the diameter is 0.7 of the structure period.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrate that a carbon nanotube metasurface supports the excitation of the midinfrared surface plasmon. The SP excitation significantly enhances absorption and room-temperature bolometric response of the film. For the studied sample, patterned with 3-μm holes arranged in a 2D square lattice with a 10-μm period, absorption enhances by 75% as compared with the unstructured SWCNT film. The voltage response of the SWCNT bolometer is enhanced by 100% at the wavelength of 15 μm. Our numerical studies have shown that the observed phenomena can be quantitatively described using an effective medium approximation for a SWCNT film.
Our method applies to improve the performance of all current SWCNT bolometers and is fairly scalable for mass manufacturing.
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APPENDIX A: MICROFABRICATION SETUP
For the fabrication of SWCNT metasurfaces, we use a custom-built setup, originally constructed for two-photon absorption lithography [53] . The scheme of the setup is shown in Fig. 6 . As a source of radiation the femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent Vitara) is used. It delivers 60-fs-long pulses with a central wavelength of 800 nm. The average power at the output of the laser is 500 mW. An acousto-optic modulator (AOM) is used as the fast shutter with a rise and fall time of fewer than 0.5 μs. The power of the radiation is controlled by the system of the half-wave plate (L/2) mounted in the motorized stage and the Glan-Taylor prism (GP). The photodiode (PD) is used to monitor power after the control system. The accuracy of power control is 0.5 mW in the range of 5-100 mW. Samples of SWCNT films are mounted onto the motorized microscope table (MT) (Thorlabs). It had a travel range of 11.5 × 7.5 cm 2 with a 100-nm precision. To focus femtosecond radiation onto the sample, we use the air objective (LOMO, 20×, NA ¼ 0.4) mounted in the piezoelectric stage (Newport). The latter is used to provide coincidence of the sample and objective focal plane. The stage could move by a maximum of 200 μm with an accuracy of 5 nm.
The structuring process is visualized and controlled in situ by a CCD camera (CAM) (Thorlabs). It is crucial for manufacturing to find the optimal parameters such as power and exposition time. They should guarantee that SWCNTs are completely removed in the focal volume while the rest of the film is not heated much. The best results are achieved with 45 mW of incident power at 200-ms exposition time. The total time required to drill one hole is about 1 s, including time for the MT positioning and autofocusing. The drilling process recorded by CCD is shown in Video 1. To characterize holes, we use scanning electron microscopy. According to SEM images, holes have straight edges and are almost free of SWCNTs. The mean measured diameter is 3 μm.
APPENDIX B: BOLOMETER VOLTAGE SENSITIVITY MEASUREMENTS
To measure the bolometer's spectral characteristics a standardGlobar, embeddedin Vertex 70v FTIR spectrometer, is used as a source of radiation [49] . The spectrum of the Globar is close to the blackbody spectrum. The modulated radiation of the Globar is fed to the sample which is placed in the sample chamber of the spectrometer. Thin wires are soldered to the gold contact pads of the sample and to the input of a special low-noise two-cascade preamplifier. Its first-cascade gain could be varied depending on the load resistance: K amp ¼ R fb /R bol , where R fb is the feedback resistance, which equals either 10 or 100 k Ω depending on the switch position; R bol is the resistance of the bolometric sample. A preamplifier is connected to the spectrometer input through the Brucker ANA Box E550A console, which serves as an analog-to-digital converter and an additional preamplifier. The voltage of AE12 V is fed to the preamplifier from a low-noise source of the spectrophotometer. The scheme of the measurements is shown in Fig. 7 .
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